An account is given of futures research as a scientifically oriented field of knowledge. Its specific contemporary task as a study of transient change of the human society is described and the futures research approach is outlined. A generalization of the concept of knowledge of the standard sciences is presented as a sine qua non to futurology. Relationship between knowledge and information is elaborated and clarified, which makes it possible to better understand the present era as an information age.
Futures Thinking
Science is nothing else but refinement of every day thinking. (Einstein) Many researchers have pointed out, that interest in knowing of future akin to the modern futures studies is as ancient as human existence (Bell 1997a , Rescher 1998a , Eisler 1987 , Bronowski 1974 , Masini 1993 . Birth of futures awareness may be associated with the emergence of technology two to tree million years ago (Malaska 1997) , and continue to evolve with conscious technology (Glenn 1989) . At that time in the past some non-human ancestors of our species invented tool manufacturing.
Natural specimens, i.e. stones, branches, twigs etc. have been used as tools much earlier and even by animals as today, but this occasional use had however no significance to development of permanent futures awareness. The stones or tree branches were easily picked up when needed and thrown away after the immediate use, i.e. they had no permanent use value. Manufacturing, which was based on special skills and talent, and need perceived, changed the situation. A manufactured tool of flint stone -a specimen of technology -was better for the survival purpose than the natural specimen available. Therefore the manufactured tool was not thrown away after a use but carefully owned and maintained and retained for further use as archaeological findings show. And the developing manufacturing ability and human skill to use ever better tools became a step-wise continuous process combined with the evolution of the brains as the paleontological findings show (Coppens 1995 , Time 1999 . With the feeling of "for further use", the author argues, something new was separated in the mind from the feeling of the present, and the future was born in the minds of those creatures. It led to a co-evolution of the brains and technology or to the biological and cultural co-evolution of humans, and finally to the present situation of the accelerating cultural evolution and with fixed human biology. This is well demonstrated by Coppens' empirical findings in the Table 1 (Coppens 1995 Since those early times the awareness of the future has been an intrinsic part of human reality and every day life experience together with the awareness of the past and present. It seems evident that a human possesses mental faculties for being aware of the diversity of time orientation and being able to acquire knowledge of all parts of it.
We observe reality with our senses and conceptualize and store what has been observed in symbolic forms in the brains and nervous system, thus obtaining objective factual knowledge and understanding of the present reality. We recall and contextualize reality by mental processes, thus obtaining interpretation knowledge and understanding of the past reality. And we can perceive and envision reality thus attaining at perceptual knowledge and understanding of the future reality (Loye 1983) .
Futurology is nothing else but refinement of the every day futures thinking, i.e. perceiving and envisioning reality. Since Plato knowledge is understood as grounded true belief. Without a "believer" no knowledge exists. We believe that 2+3=5 is true because of the good grounds for it in mathematics, and this means that we regard the belief as knowledge. (2) what is likely to be (the probable), and (3) what ought to be (the preferable) (Bell 1997b,c) . The objects of the future are of contigentia futura character (v. Wright 1982), they may appear to exist or not to exist, i.e. the futures are possible and multiple and optional instead of being predetermined to exist. But it is equally important to notice, that the futures are also objects of "potentialia praesentiae", i.e.
they are potentially present in the present, albeit dormant of factuality. It is evident that knowledge of this kind of objects is different from knowledge of observable objects of the standard sciences. As any science proper the futurology too has its ontological and epistemological grounds and ways to argue for the truth of the claims presented as knowledge in its information system (Malaska 2000) . 
Understanding Futures Knowledge System
Knowledge of futures is proactive and visionary
The above discussion is summarized in the schematic outline of Table 2 , where the futures field of knowledge is presented as a generalization of the scientific knowledge.
R E A L I T Y Is composed of the three constitutional elements:
reality of reality of reality of the present past contingent futures
Knowing and understanding of them is actualized by:
x) observing y) remembering z) envisioning and and and conceptualizing interpreting valuing (Malaska 1995) . This disposition is of course not the only one possible, e.g. Ted Fuller (Fuller 1998) with his foresight concept and David Passig (Passig 1999) The present time is often called an information age or information society in association with the fast development of information and communication technologies
Which is forming: -------------------------------------------------------------X) A DOMAIN OF OBJECTIVE KNOWLEDGE OF STANDARD SCIENCES -------------------------------------------------------------------------------Y) A DOMAIN OF INTERPRETATION KNOWLEDGE OF FACTUAL SCIENCES (Y includes X) -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Z) A DOMAIN OF PERCEPTUAL KNOWLEDGE OF FUTURES RESEARCH AND FUTUROLOGY (Z includes Y) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
and rapid growth of related industries and business. Occasionally or alternatively knowledge society term is used. It seems that information and knowledge are often mixed as synonyms and dissimilarities between them is only vaguely recognized. The author argues for a clearer logical resolution between the terms of information and knowledge.
The amount of information is exploding, but that does not necessarily mean that knowledge is also exploding at the same pace. And when the amount of information is counted as bit-traffic in the information network, it does not necessarily mean that information is increasing at the same rate as the bit count (Goonatilake 1991 Knowledge and information has three mental strata: the strata of the past, present, and future. The information revolution is taking place in all strata at the same time, i.e. more and more human knowledge is transformed into the material form of information and more knowledge is created. We are learning to know our past better and better to perceive the future as we are learning to know better what is factually there in the present. This view is illustrated in Figure 3 . 
